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Hi Folks! Happy Tuesday as we roll into another week of new opportunities,
challenges and our collective acclimation to life on planet earth today.
When it comes to work, we continue to hear how one team after the next at
IMAX has indeed acclimated quickly in the face of our current state of aﬀairs.
We’d like to take this moment to send a major Thank You to one team in Playa
Vista that has helped lay the foundation for many others to continue excelling Facilities. Shout out to Bridgette Ingram, John Grimmer, Sergio Sanchez and
Shannen Selep who as essential employees are taking extra steps to assist
others, including taking on traditionally third party tasks, helping Post
Production on-the-ground and more.
And, thank you for reading the IMAX Global Update and to all of you who send
us ideas - they not only keep the newsletter interesting, but enable us to share
stories from all across the organization. Reach out to us at comms@imax.com
to share your own or if you have any other thoughts on how we can improve.
Now, read on!

SERIES: GIVING BACK

Many incredible people at IMAX take time to give back to their communities and
those in need. As part of an ongoing series, we want to highlight some of those
stories.

Sandra Itkoﬀ, our Head of Documentaries, recently began volunteering for Meals on
Wheels after answering a call-to-action in honor of a late, dear friend. Over the last several
weeks, she’s called homebound clients, delivered meals, and even swapped personal
recipes with those in need. Several others at IMAX have also joined in helping Meals on
Wheels specifically, including Alicia Wyld and we are sure more! Thank you to everyone
who is volunteering, especially now during COVID-19.

LEARNING NEW SKILLS AT HOME

How to spend our free time is a downright riddle as these days and weeks go on. Hanson
Chen from the Film Marketing team in China might have some tips, having recently
returned to the oﬃce after 68 days in his hometown in Hubei. The oﬃce welcomed him
back with a special banner AND heard how he used his time to learn and cook new
recipes with his family (in addition to sharpening his badminton skills).

IMAX MUSIC VIDEO CAMEO

It recently came to our attention that our own Kosei Sugimoto from the Marketing Team in
Japan was in THE Feeder music video for ‘Just A Day’ (watch it here - he’s the one with
the shaved head). You read that right. Recently, the band celebrated the song’s
anniversary by recreating its famous video to thank people on the front lines of the
pandemic while encouraging folks to stay at home … and with Kosei reprising his role!
Watch the 2020 version here

WHAT ARE WE WATCHING?

Frances Fu from the Communications Team in China recently watched “Summer
Detective”, a heartwarming and hilarious film involving an unlikely pair of detectives who
set oﬀ on a slapstick buddy adventure in pursuit of justice. Check it out!

ICYMI!

As you probably know, IMAX recently joined Tribeca Enterprises in announcing a Summer
Drive-In Theater Series. The response on twitter alone was incredible - read how the IMAX
Digital Team engaged with many excited fans here.

Fin. Let us know what you think at comms@imax.com!

###
We love (and need) feedback! Email comms@imax.com with any ideas, comments, or
questions.
If you have a question directly for IMAX Leadership, submit it on the Ask a Leader platform
on IMAX Source.
And, you can recognize someone’s work specifically through our Achievers platform.
Visit the IMAX People Site for information related to our business, your safety, health
and wellbeing as well as resources to help you deal with the personal impact of
COVID-19.
Optum also has a number of resources available to IMAX employees, including a
24/7 emotional support Public Crisis Line and other free resources, articles and tools
to help you and your family cope with a public health event. Register or sign in as
Guest with the code "imax".

